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Another nicely turned-out racer for the first Reno event was Ben Hall’s stock P-51D N5482V/Race 2. Ben raced the plane for three-years and then sold it to Mike
Loening in 1967, who had previously flown Mustang Race 69 and damaged it in an accident. For Reno 1967, the plane was basically the same as it was in 1966.
However, Loening installed the very crude cut-down canopy that he had on Race 69. Two qualifying runs revealed the Mustang to be slower with the cut-down
unit so a stock canopy was re-installed. The Mustang finished the Gold in fifth place.

When it came to the first Reno National Air Race held during 1964, the best prepared Mustang racer was P-51D N2869D Race 8. Owned by Chuck Lyford and raced
by Bob Love as the Bardahl Special, the majority of aircraft that showed at the first Reno were a pretty tired looking bunch but Bardahl Special was ultra-clean and
very well turned out. It was also the only racer fitted with a Merlin that had been expertly modified for air racing. Learning of the rebirth of air racing, Lyford
assembled a skilled team under the sponsorship of Bardahl and began going through his Mustang. Dwight Thorn built up the V-1650-9 Merlin that was fitted with
an Aeroproducts P-51H propeller (using the technology that Dwight had created for Unlimited hydroplanes). The airframe was subjected to a thorough aerodynamic
cleaning and all protruding bolts and screws were replaced with flathead countersunk equivalents. The exterior surfaces were given a covering of epoxy paint and
polished smooth. Jim Larsen notes, “Race 8 had a unique auxiliary cooling system that was installed in the under fuselage scoop. A spray bar, located just
forward of the radiator face, was fed by water pumped from tanks built into the wing gun bays. During high speed flight conditions requiring maximum engine
performance, aspirated water was directed over the radiator core to provide additional cooling.” The first Reno also had a transcon race — the Harold’s Club
Transcontinental Race from St. Petersburg, Florida, to Reno and Chuck elected to fly that event, finishing the 2254-mi flight in second place. Love took over 1964
pylon duties and qualified first at 395.64-mph — over 35-mph faster than second place. However, during qualifying he flew the plane through a power line
and landed with a dented scoop. The original races were divided into a number of heat events and top place was awarded through an arcane
points system. Bob won the first heat but placed third in the second after cutting two pylons. Entering the final heat, Bob could only win first if
Mira Slovak and F8F-2/Race 80 (which had won both of its heats) placed third or lower. In the final race, Bob lapped the entire field
and crossed the finish well ahead of second place. However, because of the odd points system, he was awarded only second place. 
The aircraft is pictured with its long-range tanks shortly after Chuck finished the transcon
and landed at Reno Municipal Airport.
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